
With the Trade backpack, you’re equipped in the best way
possible for your day-to-day business activities. You can
securely transport your laptop to the office, customer visits,
trade fairs or events in the padded and lockable notebook
compartment. The adjustable shoulder straps and the
ergonomic back padding guarantee the very best in
wearing comfort. The splashes of colour in blue and green
make the Trade backpack a fashionable accessory for
every business outfit.

The slim and lightweight backpack cuts an impressive figure with sophisticated details.
Personal documents and tablets measuring up to 10” can be securely stowed in the
document compartment. With the functional divider in the front compartment, you’ll
have your power adapter, smartphone, business cards and other important
accessories to hand at all times. The removable interior pocket, meanwhile, which was
specially developed for headphones, means that you avoid that annoying tangled mess
of cables. Your drinking bottle or umbrella can be stored in a space-saving fashion in
the side pocket, while the trolley belt on the rear means that the Trade backpack can
be easily secured to any wheeled suitcase – making it ideal for extended business
trips when you’re carrying extra luggage.

Screen size: 14 - 15.6 inches:
Art.No: D31043
Weight: 0.8kg /1lbs12.2 ounces
Material Polyester
Compatible
devices:

≤ 15.35 x 10.43 x 1.57 inches 
≤ 390 x 265 x 40 mm

≤ 13.39 x 18.90 x 9.45 inches 
≤ 340 x 480 x 240 mm

Lockable notebook compartment with HDF (High-Density Foam)

Padded slip pocket for iPad and other tablets up to 10”

Generously sized main compartment including document divider

Front pocket with workstation to organize personal belongings

Smart inner cable management for mobile charging of your devices (eg
via Powerbank)

Expandable pocket dedicated for headphones

Side pockets for drinking-bottle or umbrella

Fastening strap for fixation on trolleys

Comfortable shoulder straps and ergonomic back cushioning

Stylish coloured details

Volume: 18 liter
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Backpack Trade
Lightweight notebook backpack with a casual business look
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